Abstract -In networks where stations are equally likely to transmit to one another, simple slotted ALOHA is not an appropriate form of multiple access protocol as messages meant for different stations can collide in the common channel. In this paper the performance of a single channel slotted ALOHA network is compared to that o f a CDMA ALOHA network where each of the station is assigned a different spreading code with which to receive messages, and thus effectively possesses its own private 'virtual channel'.
I. INTRODUCTION
After ALOHA multiple access was first introduced in [l] , its slotted version was investigated in detail in [2], where both Markov analysis and fluid-flow approximation, later called equilibrium point analysis (EPA), were used. The first technique yields the exact average delay and throughput values of a slotted ALOHA network, while the latter approximates the average values with those obtained from a network at equilibrium. EPA thus yields non-exact values, but these can be accurate when the network is stable and uncongested, as demonstrated in [2, 3] . It was also shown in [2] that slotted ALOHA provides high throughput and low delay only when the message generation probability per slot, s , and the retransmission probability, p , are kept very low. Beyond these values, the network easily reaches regions of the system phase space where the throughput drops significantly and delay increases to unacceptable values.
In LANs where applications and databases are distributed over all the machines, and where each station is equally likely to transmit to any other station, simple slotted ALOHA suffers from the defect that messages meant for different stations may collide unnecessarily in the common channel. One way of overcoming this limitation is to use spread-spectrum signalling and assign a different spreading code to each station with which they can receive messages. If the spreading codes are chosen so that the cross-correlation between them is low, then effectively each station has its own 'virtual channel' with which it can receive messages. In this paper we will investigate the delay-throughput characteristics of this form of CDMA network through EPA, and compare its performance against that of a simple slotted ALOHA network.
NETWORK MODEL
Each station in the network is assigned a different spreading code, as in the 'receiver-based code' protocol of [4], or a different phase of the same spreading code, if the system is synchronized, as in [5], with which it will receive messages. Time is divided into slots and each slot is just long enough to allow the transmission of a single packet or message. Stations are presented with an average of .Y newly generated message per slot, and we shall assume that s < 1, so that we can also interpret s as the message generation probability per slot for each of the station. Stations are equally likely to transmit to one another, and once an idle station is presented with a new message, it will attempt to transmit it during the next slot with probability one.
If no other stations transmit to the same station during that slot, then the message will be received correctly by the intended receiver. Should two or more stations transmit to the same station during a slot, then the messages will collide. Those stations with unsuccessfully transmitted messages will be called blocked, and blocked stations will attempt to retransmit their messages with probability p during each of the slots subsequent to the collision until they are successful. Stations have only one buffer to hold messages, and therefore blocked stations will not accept newly generated messages until they become idle again. A small acknowledgment slot follows each message slot so that stations will know immediately after the slot whether their transmissions have been successful.
Systems are assumed to be ideal, and all imperfections such as finite cross-correlations between different spreading codes, timing jitter, and multi-path fading are not considered.
ANALYSIS OF MODEL
Although the model proposed can be analyzed, in principle, by Markov analysis, the amount of computation required for systems with a large number of stations is prohibitive. A simpler approach that can be used is the one first discussed in [2], where it was used to study slotted ALOHA and called fluid-flow approximation. This method is explained in detail as equilibrium point analysis (EPA) in [3] . The idea behind it is that the system in the long run usually operates around its equilibrium point where the inflow of packets is balanced by the outflow of packets.
Consider a network of N stations, each equally like to transmit to any other station. We shall denote the number of idle stations at any time-slot by no and the number of blocked stations at channel k by hk. Channels with blocked stations we shall call occupied, and channels with none we shall call free.
For simple slotted ALOHA, no and nb = N -no determine the average system throughput completely. In our case, the system throughput depends on how the blocked stations are distributed among the occupied channels. We wish to determine the worst case performance of the system and so shall find the lowest 0-7803-291 6-3 28. 0 2 . 1 system throughput given a certain no and nh. First we need to develop a notation to show the state the system is in. We shall use {(sII,s12 ,..., slnI )(s21,s22 ,..., s Z n 2 ) . . . } to denote the state where stations sll,s12 ,..., si,+ are blocked trying to transmit to station 1, or through channel 1, etc. For example, the state {(0)(1,3)(2)(0)(0)} for a 5-station system shows that stations 1 and 3 are blocked trying to transmit through channel 2 while station 2 is blocked trying to transmit through channel 3. Stations 4 and 5 are, of course, idle. Note also that in the above example, channels 2 and 3 are occupied while channels 1, 4 and 5 are free.
For an idle station i , the throughput due to it is Note that the exact SI involves s/( N -1) terms and not s/ N , but for large N, N s N -1, and the above expression is a very good approximation. Given that the system has a certain number of blocked stations distributed among some occupied channels, we can only choose whether a particular channel is free or occupied.
To minimize S I , we should choose channel z to be unoccupied and therefore eliminate a term sN -I (1 -SA-' which is the largest possible in the above summation. Since the number of free channels is greater than or equal to the number of idle stations, we can minimize the throughput of the idle stations by requiring all of them to have free channels, and this is always possible as long as the number of occupied channels is greater ihan one. Thus, for example, if 2 blocked stations are at an occupied channel and one is at another occupied channel for a 5-station system, the states which will yield the minimum idle throughput are For a blocked station b trying to transmit through channel k ,
Since ( I -s / N ) < 1, to obtain the minimum throughput for a blocked station, we should arrange that the station to which the occupied channel belongs is blocked. Thus to minimize the total throughput for blocked stations, we should require that all stations which have occupied channels be blocked. For example, for the case where there are 2 blocked stations distributed one to each occupied channel of a 5-station system, the minimum throughput for blocked stations can be obtained for states {(3)(0)( 1)(0)(0)},
From the above discussion, we see that given the system is in a certain state with more than one occupied channel, minimum throughput is obtained by requiring that all idle stations have free channels and all occupied channels belong to blocked stations. Thus the minimum throughput of a certain state depends only on whether idle or blocked stations have occupied or free channels. We can therefore simplify our state notation by writing down configurations as only {nlol n 2 0 2 ... ), where n, is the number of blocked stations trying to transmit through channel i and o, denotes the state of the station which owns thc channel i , h for {(0)(0)(0)(5)(4)}> etc. blocked and d for idle. All n, = O can be ignored. As an example, the state {(2,5)( 1)(0)(3)(0)} can be represented more compactly as {2b,lb,ld}.
For the state {nhd} where all the blocked stations are trying to transmit through the same channel, which obviously must belong to an idle station, there is no choice involved and the throughput is S",, = (no -l)sN-'(l-sN-1)"0-2(1-p) 
The first term is due to idle stations transmitting through the occupied channel, the second term due to the idle station with the occupied channel transmitting through free channels, the third term is due to other idle stations transmitting through free channels and1 the last term is due to the blocked stations transmitting.
Consider the case of a system with nh blockcd stations distributed among several occupied channels so that each occupied channel has nhl ,nh2,. . . blocked stations respectively. All the no idle stations have free channels and all the occupied channels belong to blocked stations. This state {nhlb,nh,b,. . ,nhhb} has the miinimum throughput for the system with n,, ,nh2, .. ,nhh blocked stations distributed among b occupied channels. I'his throughput is
The first summation is due to idle stations transmitting through occupied channels. The second term is due to idle stations transmitting to other idle statioas. The third term is due to idle stations transmitting through the rest of the free channels, and the last summation is due to blocked stations transmitting.
Suppose at least one of the nh, is one, i.e., at least one of the occupied channels has only one blocked station. If we free this channel by moving the blocked station to another occupied channel with m blocked stations, the new state will have a different throughput. The total change in throughput is
. The term A, is positive and grows monotonically to nosN-'p.
(I -&"i)NO-l [ ( I -p ) + ( l -p ) " ' ] + ( l -s N -' ) ' J o .[(m+ I,p(l-p)"f]+(l-.rN-')"O[mp(l-p)"-' -p ] = n()sN-'(I-sN-')"o-'p[l-(1 -p)"]
The term B,,, is negative and reaches -( 1 -sN-')p as m+ CO.
Thus . -'AS,,, + p[(no -1)sN-' -4 which is negative since s < l . Therefore total throughput can always be reduced by putting single blocked stations onto other occupied channels.
To find the state with the minimum throughput given that there are nb = N -no blocked stations, we can start out with the configuration { lb,lb,. . .,lb} which has the minimum throughput for the system with one blocked station per occupied channel. When we free an occupied channel by putting the single blocked station onto another channel which already has one blocked station, the reduction in throughput ASl can be easily calculated from (5). After we find the point where ASII < ASI, if there are still channels with single blocked stations, we can reduce the throughput further by putting single blocked stations alternately among the two occupied channels or putting them onto a third channel. We can compare the change in throughput obtained and find out when distributing blocked stations among three channels yield a lower throughput than distributing them among two. This process can be continued as long as there are remaining single blocked stations. This process, even though requiring a lot of words to describe, can be carried out efficiently with a simple computer program.
Any state where all idle stations have free channels and all occupied channels belong to blocked stations, assuming that there are two or more occupied channels, can be obtained by putting single blocked stations from state {lb,lb,. . .,lb} onto other occupied channels. Since the above procedure ensures that the reduction of throughput from the configuration {lb,lb, ..., lb} is maximum, thus the configuration obtained will have the minimum throughput. For the case nb = N , where all stations are blocked, A, = 0 since no = 0 , so putting all stations onto one channel should yield the lowest throughput. Of course this is not possible since a station will not transmit to itself, so we need to choose between the configurations {LN / 2 4 , r N /21b} or { ( N -l)b,lb} , where 1x1 means the largest integer not exceeding x and 1x1 means the smallest integer to exceed x . We should not have more than two blocked channels as AS, is small when m is small, which means that the reduction in throughput will not be maximum with three or more blocked channels. Table 1 gives the states for minimum throughput for N=50, S=O.2 and p=0.5. If nb 5 13, then all the blocked stations should be placed onto one single occupied channel. If 14 I nb < 24, then the blocked stations should be divided as equally as possible among two channels. If 24 I nb < 39, then the blocked stations should be divided as equally as possible among three channels, etc.
IV. RESULTS OF EPA OF MULTI-CHANNEL 'NETWORKS
From the graph of Sin and minimum So, against nb , e.g., the one shown in Fig. 1 , if the minimum So, curve intersects the S,n curve only once at a region where no is large, it is possible to find L , the maximum number of users blocked at equilibrium, and h , the arrival rate of packets at equilibrium. Using Little's Formula, L = hW [6], we can easily find the average delay W . The values obtained will be the worst case figures, i.e., they show the lowest throughput and highest delay at equilibrium. Table 2 gives the throughput and delay values from EPA as well as simulation for N = 50, s = 0.05 and various values of p . The simulations are carried out for 100,000 slots.
It can be seen that the values obtained from EPA compare quite well with those from simulation. The disagreement between EPA and simulation occurs where EPA predicts unstable behavior while simulation shows no congestion for p = 0.5. This is not surprising considering that the simulation is carried out for a relatively few slots. Furthermore, unlike simple slotted ALOHA where the system throughput can only move along a line in system phase space, and once it crosses the middle unstable equilibrium point is driven inexorably into the congested equilibrium region [2], CDMA ALOHA throughput can jump over a band of values, and thus even when it enters the congested region, the system may not remain there for long.
V. COMPARISON OF SINGLE AND MULTI-CHANNEL NETWORKS
Delays and throughputs of single channel slotted ALOHA systems are obtained by Markov analysis as discussed in [2]. The only difference between that used in [2] and the one we used to derive the results shown in this paper is that we assume that stations are able to receive messages sent to them instantaneously, unlike [2] where a satellite network is analyzed, and thus some time has to be allowed for the message to arrive at the receiver. EPA also allows us to decide whether networks are unstable or congested. Lastly, a further advantage of slotted ALOHA networks using CDMA is that they can be overlaid on an environment which already has equipment using narrow band - Table 4 : Throiughput and delay tor multi-channel slotted ALOHA network obtained from both EP4 and simulations over 100,000 slots.
